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Managing external risks through data
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Behavioural evolution



SEC Newgate
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*including partners in most 
major cities across the world

5 continents

38 offices*

600+ people

North
America
New York 
Washington 
DC

South
America
Bogotá 

Rest of 
Europe
Berlin 
Brussels 
Madrid
Paris
Warsaw

Middle East
Abu Dhabi
Dubai

Asia

Beijing
Hong Kong

Shanghai
Singapore

Australia

Adelaide
Brisbane

Canberra

Melbourne
Perth

Sydney

Italy
Bari
Bolzano
Catania
Rome

Milan

Turin

Udine
Venice

15 countries

United Kingdom
Birmingham
Bristol
Cardiff
Chelmsford
Edinburgh
Leeds
London
Manchester



SEC Newgate Australia’s integrated offering
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Risk and control
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Risk and control
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Solutions need to be responsive, relevant & informed
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“A quick answer is the best answer”



Solutions need to be responsive, relevant & informed
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Example risk events where data driven solutions can apply

Regulatory crisis / changes

Big campaign development briefs

Crisis and reputation issues

Stakeholder perceptions audits

EBAs / Litigations / Hearts & minds

CEO Changes

Mergers or acquisitions
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Using online data for reputational risk management

Online activity is often 
overwhelming
• High volumes & fast moving

• Carries real-world reputational 
risk

• Numerous topics and sub-topics 
are common, and these evolve 
over time

• Organisations struggle to 
understand what it all means

• COVID has accelerated demands 
for online presence

How to identify the 
major issues & 
influencers?
• Understanding who is important 

and why is a significant 
challenge

• Limited resources to engage

• Decisions on how and if to act 
need to be informed

Visualising online 
activity
• Social Network Analysis is a 

mathematical tool that visualises 
communication flows

• Allows you to use data to inform 
risk management strategies 
(both online and offline)



1. Themes 2. Trends over time 3. Most active

The current approach is incomplete



3. Most active1. Volume 2. Themes

1. Who is talking to who?

2. What are they talking about when they do?

3. Are they actually influencing the conversation?

4. What other issues are they involved in?

5. Where is the conversation going?

6. Where are we positioned in relation to all of the above?

The current approach is incomplete



These approaches are like standing outside a stadium

We know there’s a lot of noise and activity. 

But we don’t know… 

who is playing?

who is having an impact? 

or 

even what game is being played?

We don’t get to see the battlefield



Introducing Social Network Analysis (SNA)

Social Network Analysis – the 
generation of full network maps 
of online conversations



What is Social Network Analysis (SNA)?

Social Network Analysis – the 
generation of full network maps 
of online conversations



What is Social Network Analysis (SNA)?

Social Network Analysis – the 
generation of full network maps 
of online conversations



The social audit is the best seat in the stadium



Australian finance: a snapshot



Online assessment of the Australian Finance sector

CASE STUDY
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Key takeaways

Effective risk strategy
Strategies around risk must include comprehensive planning for when containment fails

• Effective plans are often lacking

• Social media dynamics + ESG represent new battlegrounds for risk mitigation and containment

Data availability = opportunity
• Overwhelming but high potential for strategic insight

• Challenge for boards and C-suite to know how to leverage data

• Integrating the existing internal measurement tools with these assessments of external threats 
represents significant opportunity



Thank you
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